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Identify your learning pathway, 
unit focus, and inquiry question

Select and sequence your books

Determine your reading 
focus standard

Plan for units of approximately fi ve weeks 
using a Unit Curriculum Map

Launch your unit with a unit preview 
as well as a kickoff lesson based on 

the provided nonfi ction article
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Let’s begin the unit! This is one of eight units in this book that delivers just the 

“goods”—the questions, prompts, assessment tasks, and student reproducibles 

you’ll need to implement robust close reading instruction within an inquiry 

unit. Just about all you need to do a few weeks in advance of starting is to look at 

the anchor texts on page 000, and order those books. From there, the materials 

provided are all explained clearly in terms of when and how to use them. If you 

need clarification, look back at the ten steps that begin on page 000.

Learning Pathway

How to Study a Concept

What Makes Someone a Good Leader?

Unit Focus: Leadership

Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
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Choosing Powerful Picture Books● Look for books with “kid appeal.” I know this is hard to define, and all children 

are different. But I find that the illustration on the front cover (even more than 

the title) goes a long way in luring kids inside. You’ll want to be especially mindful 

of this with the first book of any unit—where students don’t have more to go on 

than their visual connection to what’s ahead. ● Look for books that are unique in some way, or books you can put together into 

a unit creatively. Maybe the topic is handled in a manner that students don’t see 

commonly. (Extra! Extra!: Fairy-Tale News From Hidden Forest is an example of 

this: How many fairy tales do you know that are written as a series of newspaper 

articles?) Maybe the author is one that students don’t typically study. Maybe the 

thread that ties one text to another is not what you’d anticipate. (See the Moon unit 

here for this kind of out-of-the box thinking.) ● Look for books that are large enough so that students sitting on the floor in 

a gathering area can easily see the illustrations—even if they’re not in the 

front row. When ordering books from websites such as Amazon, always check 

the book dimensions under “Product Details.” I try to look for books that are 

approximately 10 x 8 inches. Smaller texts (such as those used for guided 

reading) are just too tiny for your whole class to view comfortably.
 ● Look for books where the illustrations are bright enough for students to see the 

details even at a slight distance. It’s hard to always follow this guideline because 

there are some amazing illustrations that are quite dark (such as those by Thomas 

Locker) that are definitely worthy of close study. And I do use these books. But 

somber-toned illustrations have to be really great for me to relax this standard. 

Don’t rule out illustrations that are just black-and-white either. These two-toned 

images have their own special allure for close study. ● Look for books that are soft cover (paperback) rather than hard cover when you have 

a choice. This is mostly an issue of economics. In fact, I find hard cover books easier 

to teach with; they’re more durable when holding them up for the class to see. But 

if your plan is to acquire multiple copies (which you’ll want to do to accommodate 

students’ collaborative work), purchasing hard cover copies will get pricey. You won’t 

need a copy for every child in the class, but five or six copies will help a lot.

 ● Look for books you can actually find. If the book is out of print, no matter how 

much you love it, don’t plan a unit around it. I know how painful this can be; I 

practically cry when a book I’ve cherished for years is no longer available. You 

can try borrowing books from libraries, but that gets tricky, especially when you 

need multiple copies and you want to teach the same unit year after year.

 ● Look for books that represent a topic authentically. I’m not a fan of “preachy” 

books constructed for the sole purpose of teaching a lesson. (The Berenstain Bears 

books are an example of this.) I like texts with robust characters whose humanness 

is apparent in both their strengths and weaknesses. I like problems that are realistic 

and endings that are sometimes happy, and sometimes not—but ultimately 

show the need for compassion and empathy. Cartoonish characters are okay, but 

caricatures that depict races and cultures in stereotypic ways are not okay at all.

 ● Look for books that over time cover a full range of qualitative complexities 

as defined by the Common Core: knowledge demands (requirements for 

background knowledge); meaning; language; and structure. For detailed 

information on this, see my book Closer Reading, which discusses complexity 

in greater depth. For a quick reference, use the following chart: Assessing 

Qualitative Complexities of a Text.
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Quick Survey of Text Complexity

Title of the text: ________________________________________________________________________________

QUANTITATIVE COMPLEXITY

Lexile:

Grade level equivalent:

QUALITATIVE COMPLEXITIES

The Complexities The Considerations

Typical Text Types That 

Are Complex in This 
Area

My Estimate of This 
Text’s Complexities

Knowledge 
Demands

How much background 

knowledge will students 

need to comprehend this 

text?

Historical fiction

Multicultural fiction

Most nonfiction

Meaning How difficult is the content? 

How much inferential 

thinking is needed? Are there 

multiple themes or complex 

themes (or main ideas)?

Fables, allegories, longer 

chapter books, articles 

about scientific topics; much 

classic poetry; most primary 

sources

Language Are there lots of unknown 

words? What about figurative 

language? Archaic language? 

Are the sentences long?

Most nonfiction; most 

classic poetry; most primary 

sources

Structure Is the page layout complex? 

Are there flashbacks or 

parallel stories? Are there 

multiple speakers?

Any literary text that is not 

a basic problem-solution 

story; any informational 

text that does not have 

nonfiction text features (bold 

words, etc.)

This text is complex in these areas:

To address these complexities, I will adjust my instruction for my students by

Available for download from www.corwin.com/lessonsandunits
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TO BE A LEADER

By Nancy Boyles

Every leader is different, so it’s hard to paint a picture 

of a “typical” leader. Here are some values that many 

leaders live by that guide the decisions they make.

Lots of Decisions, Good Choices

Leaders understand the importance of making 

good choices. They make decisions based on goals, 

ethics, and examining their options. Having a clear 

objective or goal makes it so much easier to make a 

decision because you know what you are trying to 

accomplish. Each decision you make should move 

you a little closer to your goal. For example, if you 

want to be a star athlete on a major league team, you 

need to make good choices beginning in childhood. 

Should you practice your sport or hang out in front 

of the television all day? Which college will give you 

the best opportunity to perfect your sports skills in 

addition to providing you with a great education? 

Future leaders make smart choices that help make 

their dreams come true. Oh, and don’t forget to follow 

through. Lots of people who would like to be leaders 

have great goals, but sometimes they don’t stick to 

the plan. Eventually, other people stop believing in 

them.

Leading by Example

Leaders value hard work. Let’s face it, if you are going 

to be a leader, you need to have someone (or lots of 

people) willing to follow you. How will you influence 

people? Do you get what you want by being popular, 

outgoing, and good looking? Sometimes in school, it 

may seem that way, but real leaders lead by example. 

They roll up their sleeves and work alongside the 

individuals they wish to lead. Do you want your 

classmates to vote for you for president of the “Clean 

Green Club?” Then you need to go out there with 

everyone else and pick up trash! People respect 

leaders who work hard, leaders who “put their money 

where their mouth is.” Your energy will be contagious. 

If you are enthusiastic about your work, the people 

you want to influence will more likely be enthusiastic 

about what you have asked them to do. You will 

motivate them—another key ingredient to leadership!

Thinking With Your Head and Your Heart

Leaders represent their followers and think of their 

needs before their own. Leading is not about getting 

famous or rich. It is about meeting a need. To be a 

leader, you need to think with your head (your brain), 

but you also must think with your heart. Sometimes 

this is difficult. Suppose you are the “boss” at work. 

One of your employees is not very reliable. She often 

comes to work late, and she spends a lot of time on 

her phone. You consider firing her. But she has two 

little children at home, and her husband doesn’t 

have a job. What should you do? It is not okay for 

personal issues to keep a person from meeting work 

responsibilities. But being a leader means considering 

all sides of a difficult situation and trying to come up 

with an acceptable situation for everyone involved. A 

good leader values what it feels like to be in the other 

person’s shoes. This is called empathy.

Valuing the Vision

Good leaders value long range goals. This means 

having a vision. A vision is an idea of the way 

something could be if it worked out perfectly. A vision 

doesn’t usually involve something you can imagine 

happening right away. It is more of a long-distance 

view. For example, a principal might have a vision 

of the kind of school she would create so that all 

children loved learning. An architect might have a 

vision of a playground that would be just right for 

kindergarten students if enough funds could be raised 

to build it.

Thinking Independently  

and Thinking Together

A couple of other qualities that many leaders value 

are creativity and resourcefulness. You can’t do 

things “the same old way” if you want to accomplish 

something new and different. You need to be a 

problem solver. You need to think for yourself. You 

can’t be afraid to stand out from the crowd or be the 

first to do something. Some people never accomplish 

the goals they’ve set out for themselves because 

they want to fit in with their friends and be just like 

them. They value safety more than adventure. Would 
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Choosing a Unit’s Focus  Standard and Supporting Standards
The box Determining a Unit’s Focus Standard provides a few suggestions about the types of units that might be best suited to different standards. Keep in mind that many of the exemplar units could also work for other standards; it’s all about what you want to emphasize.

Determining a Unit’s Focus Standard
R2: Theme/Main idea: This would be a good standard to choose when your texts in a unit have multiple themes or when the unit comprises fables or allegories, which always have a very clear lesson or moral. It could also work for texts related to conceptual knowledge or current issues.

Examples: A unit on homelessness, a unit on overcoming personal challenges, a unit on Aesop’s Fables

R3: Story elements: Text components: This would be a good standard to choose when the unit focuses on a particular time in history (the setting or context). It would also work well when texts in a unit emphasize character traits or character development. Or it could work well when the unit contains texts that contain lots of action or steps, showing how elements work together.Examples: A unit on the Holocaust, a unit on characters or people who change

R4: Word choice: This would be a good standard when your unit is focused on an author study or when you have a unit that is heavily based on informational text with many new content words and concepts. It could also be a good standard for a unit on poetry.
Examples: A unit on Cynthia Rylant, a unit on poems about winter, a unit on geology

R5: Genre and structure: This would be a good standard for a genre study or when all texts in a unit adhere to a particular structure (like problem/solution) or when you want students to look at text structures comparatively (what is the structure of Text A as compared to Text B?).
Examples: A unit on historical fiction, a unit on free verse poetry, a unit on justice and equality with information presented in various formats

R6: Author’s purpose or point of view: This would be a good standard when a unit contains texts written from a first person perspective or when the point of view is very clear (such as an informational unit that presents different sides of an issue). It would also be good for a literary unit when there are multiple speakers each telling the story from his or her point of view. Additionally, this standard could work well when your unit contains texts that all approach a topic differently: What is each author’s purpose?
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Design Your Own Unit Curriculum MapWhen you design your own units, the Unit Curriculum Map template will come in 
handy. I took the liberty of filling in a few of the cells on the map for you—to save 
you time. The rest of the plan is up to you!Unit Curriculum Map for Studying Inquiry question: ______________________________________________________________________________________TEXT MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAYUnit Preview Kickoff LessonSee Unit Preview 

Questions and 
Discussion Points: 
Questions based on 
the unit focus and 
inquiry question; 
introduce the four 
anchor texts

Read and discuss 
the short selection 
_______________; 
create some 
discussion 
questions for this 
purpose

Most basic 
text Objective: Close 

Reading: R1

Objective: 
After Close 

Reading Tasks Objective: Objective: Objective: 

Read closely to answer 
text-dependent questionsThis text 

should build 
on text no. 1

Objective: Close 
Reading: R1

Objective: 
After Close 

Reading Tasks Objective: Objective: Objective: 

Read closely to answer 
text-dependent questionsThis text 

should build 
on texts no. 1 
and no. 2

Objective: Close 
Reading: R1

Objective: 
After Close 

Reading Tasks Objective: Objective: Objective:

Read closely to answer 
text-dependent questionsThis text 

should be 
the most 
complex

Objective: Close 
Reading Objective: Objective: Objective: Objective:

Read closely to answer 
text-dependent questions

Culminating 
Discussion

Content 
Assessment

Standards-
Based 

AssessmentRespond orally to text-
to-text connections for 
studying this topic (See 
Questions for End-of-Unit 
Discussion Integrating all 
Texts)

Students 
complete 
the content 
assessment task 
integrating all 
texts in this study

Students 
complete the 
standards-based 
assessment task 
using cold reads
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Keep your kickoff lesson to under thirty minutes and draw out students’ thinking.
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Questions to Link an Introductory 
Short Text to a Unit of Study
	• What details in this text seem especially important? Why?

	• Why do you think this text (article, photograph or poem) was selected to 
introduce this unit?

	• How does this text seem to relate to our inquiry question?

	• How does this text seem to relate to our learning pathway (author study, genre 
study, other) and unit focus (Robert Burleigh, fairy tales, other)?

	• What details in this text might you especially want to connect to the study 
ahead? Why?

Go to page 57 and the companion website, www.corwin.com/lessonsandunits, for 
a list of questions that help you think about Step 5 and help you apply this step 
when planning your own unit. 

A Visual Tour of the Units
Follow These Same Ten Steps for Your Own Unit Planning 
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•• Why do you think the farmer is gaping? (such an improbable sight—a plane AND a woman inside)•• Why do you think Amelia only says, “Hi, I’ve come from America”—and not something more detailed? (accept any reasonable answer based on evidence throughout text)

After Reading (Complete These Tasks on Day 3 of the Lesson Sequence)

Important Words to Talk About the Text
•• Some possibilities include Amelia Earhart, Atlantic Ocean, cross, storm, frightened, adventurous
Theme, Lesson, or Message (if Appropriate)
•• Adventure involves many risks though the outcome is sometimes worth the problems involved
Summary or Gist Statement

•• A gist statement might work better for this text because it is more of an elaborated small moment than a traditional story with a problem and a solution

Review of Text Type (Literary/Information) and Genre
•• Literary nonfiction: a story that provides accurate information
Collaborative Oral Task

•• With a partner or small group, discuss why Amelia was willing to take this huge risk to fly across the Atlantic. Be sure to tie this to the central idea of the text

Follow-Up Lessons: Digging Deeper Through Rereading
Follow-up lessons can be taught in a different order.

Day Focus Standard Content for Whole-Class Lessons and Guided Student Practice2 Close reading

R1

Complete the close reading of this text.

3 Close reading 
follow-up 
discussion 
including an 
emphasis on theme

SL1; R2

As a whole class or in small groups, identify the important words to talk about this text, talk about the theme, create a gist statement, and briefly discuss the genre (personal narrative). Then, ask students to work in pairs to respond to the question for the Collaborative Oral Task (page 000).

4 Author’s word 
choice

R4

Identify the author’s crafts on p. 10: sentence with a single word, very short sentences, metaphors, strong verbs, personification, surprising adjectives, all capital letters, imagery.

Identify the author’s crafts on p. 17: sentences that begin with the same word, repeated words, short sentences, dashes. 
5 Informational 

writing

W2

Write a paragraph in the style of Robert Burleigh, describing Amelia’s scariest moment on this flight. Use some of the crafts discussed during the Day 4 lesson.
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Task 2: Learning Pathway  and Standard Assessment
Access the articles below using these links. (Your teacher may tell you more specifically which 
articles to read.)

Possible articles (all retrieved for free from www.ReadWorks.org, a free site•• Erik the Red: 840L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/north-america-erik-red-and-
world%E2%80%99s-largest-island

•• Harriet Tubman: 660L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/famous-african-americans-
harriet-tubman-and-underground-railroad

•• John Adams: 880L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/north-america-erik-red-and-
world%E2%80%99s-largest-island

•• Jonas Salk: 780L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/just-what-doctor-orderedMarian 
Anderson: 610L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/famous-african-americans-marian-
anderson

•• Thomas Edison: 640L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/famous-inventors-thomas-edisonIt is said that the best leadership is not about making speeches or being liked. It is about 
what a person accomplishes and what they value. Read three short articles about three 
different leaders (from the list above). Decide which leader, in your opinion, was responsible 
for the most noteworthy accomplish while also living by important values.Please do the following:

•• Identify the leader you selected.
•• Describe this person’s major accomplishment and why it was so important.•• Name and explain two values that you think helped to make this person a leader, using 
examples from the article “To Be a Leader” and from the short texts about different leaders.

•• Finally, consider which other person you read about in one of the short articles would 
be the most respected by the leader you are writing about. Write at least two sentences 
about the reason for this respect using evidence from your reading.Your writing should be done in the form of a newspaper article that could appear in your 

school newspaper. Be sure to include a headline and maybe some subheadings that get 
readers’ attention.

Available for download from www.corwin.com/lessonsandunitsCopyright © 2015 by Corwin. All rights reserved. Reprinted from Lessons and Units for Closer Reading: Ready-to-Go Resources and Planning Tools Galore by Nancy 
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Close Reading Lessons  

for Night Flight: Amelia 

Earhart Crosses the A
tlantic

Initial Close Reading Lesson

Text: Night Flight: Amelia Earhart Crosses the Atlantic 

Author: Robert Burleigh

Purpose: R1: Close reading for deep understanding of the text

In order to provide a context for this story, it might be helpful to read the Afterword at the end of this book before 

teaching the text itself. Without a bit of knowledge about Amelia Earhart, students will find it difficult to piece 

together the significance of the events that the author describes.

Before Reading

Clues Based on Cover Illustration

•• Notice the plane (small, one propeller; pilot inside is a woman); notice the water below)

Clues Based on Title, Author

•• Notice the important words: night, Amelia Earhart, crosses the Atlantic

•• Notice author’s name: Robert Burleigh; look for keys to understanding his craft as you read

Probable Text Type (Literary or Informational); Possible Genre

•• Appears to be an informational story (may want to identify this as literary nonfiction)

Vocabulary That May Need Pre-Teaching for ELLs or Low Language Students

•• Flight, cockpit, runway, propeller, now or never, coastline

During Reading

Questions Students Should Ask Themselves for Each Chunk of Text

•• What is the author telling me?

•• Any hard or important words?

•• What does the author want me to understand?

•• How does the author play with language to add to meaning?

Follow-Up Text-Dependent Questions for the Teacher to Ask About Each Chunk of Text

Map inside front cover and quote on title page

•• Note where flight originates (Newfoundland); flight destination (Ireland); distance (2,026 miles); date (1932)

Why do you think the farmer is 

Why do you think Amelia only says, “Hi, I’ve come from America”—and not something more detailed? (accept any reasonable answer based on evidence throughout text)

After Reading (Complete These Tasks on Day 3 of the Lesson Sequence)
After Reading (Complete These Tasks on Day 3 of the Lesson Sequence)

Important Words to Talk About the Text
Some possibilities include Amelia Earhart, Atlantic Ocean, cross, storm, frightened, adventurous

Theme, Lesson, or Message (if Appropriate)
Adventure involves many risks though the outcome is sometimes worth the problems involved

Summary or Gist Statement

A gist statement might work better for this text because it is more of an elaborated small moment than a traditional story with a problem and a solution

Review of Text Type (Literary/Information) and Genre
Literary nonfiction: a story that provides accurate information

Collaborative Oral Task

With a partner or small group, discuss why Amelia was willing to take this huge risk to fly across the Atlantic. Be sure to tie this to the central idea of the text
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Follow-Up Skill or Strategy Lesson  
 

(Title of Text)

Objective: Standard __:____________________________________________________________

The Lesson (Procedure and Materials)*

1. Identify the objective and link to prior learning

2. Explain the skill or strategy: How do you locate evidence to meet the objective?

3. Places in the text to pause and model the application of the skill or strategy

4. Places in the text to pause and prompt students to apply the skill or strategy

5. Collaborative activity for students to practice the skill or strategy with peers*

6. Reflect on the use of the skill or strategy

*Attach instructional materials, such as a graphic organizer or answer frame, if it is to 

be used during peer collaboration.
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Erik the Red: 840L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/north-america-erik-red-and-
world%E2%80%99s-largest-island

•• Harriet Tubman: 660L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/famous-african-americans-
harriet-tubman-and-underground-railroad

Anderson: 610L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/famous-african-americans-marian-
Thomas Edison: 640L: http://www.readworks.org/passages/famous-inventors-thomas-edison

different leaders (from the list above). Decide which leader, in your opinion, was responsible 

examples from the article “To Be a Leader” and from the short texts about different leaders.
 by the leader you are writing about. Write at least two sentences 
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The Unit’s Two AssessmentsFeatured Reading Standard 2: Theme/Main ideas in a textFeatured Writing Format: Opinion writingSee the Unit Curriculum Map for Close Reading for where these assessments might fit into your 

study of the Moon. Also, for more information about the rationale behind these two assessments 

and how they differ, as well as guidance for using the provided rubrics, refer to Step 9 on page 000 

and Step 10 on page 000. For evaluating students’ performance, see page 000 for The Rubric for 

Content-Based Assessment (Task 1) and Standards-Based Assessment (Task 2). Turn to page 000,, The 

End of the Story: Reflecting on Student Work, for some sample student work and commentary.Task 1: Content AssessmentIt is said that the best leadership is not about making speeches or being liked. It is about 

what a person accomplishes and what they value. Decide which leader, in your opinion, was 

responsible for the most noteworthy accomplishment: Wesley, Jackie Robinson, Amelia 

Earhart, or Nelson Mandela.
Please do the following:

•• Identify the leader you selected.
•• Describe this person’s major accomplishment and why it was so important.
•• Name and explain two values that you think helped to make this person a leader, 

using examples from the article “To Be a Leader” and the book about the leader you 

selected.

•• Finally, consider which other person that we studied would be the most respected by 

the leader you are writing about. Write at least two sentences about the reason for this 

respect using evidence from our reading.Your writing should be done in the form of a newspaper article that could appear in your 

school newspaper. Be sure to include a headline and maybe some subheadings that get 

readers’ attention.

9

10

Study one picture book per week, 
beginning with an initial close reading 

lesson where you discuss the whole book

Revisit the text for standards-based
skill or strategy lessons

Link the books to one another through 
students’ discussion and written response

Administer two assessments 
at the end of each unit: 

content-based and 
standards-based

Analyze student work to 
refl ect on their performance 

and your own teaching
303
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Rubric for Measuring Students’ Critical Thinking: Talking and Writing About Sources
Name: ________________________________________________________________________________ Date: _______________________
Task: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

2

Exemplary
1

Satisfactory
0

UnsatisfactoryProblem/
question/issue

Clearly articulates the essential 
problem represented by all 
texts; sees beneath the surface

Identifies the core problem, 
but thinking is quite basic 
without many insights

Does not recognize the 
core problem in any text

Openness Willingly examines multiple 
points of view from multiple 
texts with fair-mindedness and 
empathy

Shows openness to point of 
view in one text but doesn’t 
thoroughly explore others 
that represent alternate 
views

Cannot get past her/
his own point of view 
when examining an issue; 
language shows strong bias

Key concepts Identifies all of the key concepts 
and central ideas in multiple 
texts

Identified concepts are a 
mix of key ideas and smaller 
details

Unable to identify key 
concepts; recognizes just a 
few unrelated detailsSynthesis of 

multiple texts
Integrates information from 
multiple texts that shows 
solid understanding of how 
information fits together

Integration of information 
is generally sufficient 
though some information is 
misplaced 

Information is not 
adequately synthesized; it 
may be added randomly or 
tacked on to the endElaboration Provides full elaboration of key 

concepts with the most useful 
details from multiple texts

Provides adequate 
elaboration from multiple 
texts but could be more 
specific in some cases

Elaboration is inadequate; 
too general

Inferences Makes thoughtful, relevant, 
and insightful inferences 
incorporating all texts

Inferences are relevant but 
lack depth of thinking and 
may not include all texts

Is not able to infer from 
any text, or inferences are 
irrelevantImplications and 

next steps
Recognizes logical implications; 
predicts consequences based 
on solid inferential thinking from 
multiple texts; predicts possible 
next steps

Sees probable implications 
but doesn’t elaborate on 
predictions using inferences 
from all texts; next steps are 
somewhat superficial

Does not recognize 
the likely outcome of a 
situation; predictions are 
not based on reasonable 
inferencesCritical thinking strengths: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Critical thinking needs: _________________________________________________________________________________
Next steps in critical thinking for this student: _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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